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HYVA LIFT  SKIPLOADERS
AN UNBEATABLE INVESTMENT

Range

 

The Hyva Lift range of skiploaders gives you choice, 
strength and proven reliability. Specified by contractors 
and municipal authorities throughout the world for their 
durability, Hyva Lift skiploaders are manufactured to the 
highest quality standards and supported by an 
international service network.

With proven engineering back up and a comprehensive 
warranty system, Hyva Lift skiploaders give excellent 
return on capital for years and years.

An unbeatable investment

Hyva Lift skiploaders are available in 
different versions with fixed lifting 
arms, telescopic arms and knuckle 
arms. Telescopic arms can be 
extended simultaneously or indepen-
dently for maximum operational 
flexibility.

Transportation of pallets, loading 
platforms or flat racks up to 6 metres 
in length is possible with Hyva Lift 
skiploaders. Fully loaded skips can 
be dropped over ditches, fences and 
hedges. And, stacking of empty skips 
allows more efficient multi-drop 
operations.

GVW
(ton)

Hyva Lift Type
Lifting capacity System

weight (kg ±)retracted (ton) extended (ton)

4 to 7,5 NG2004TA 4 1,5 1630
7,5 to 13 NG2006 6 - 1900

NG2006TA 6 3,9 2130
12 to 16 NG2008 8 - 2150

NG2008TA 8 5,1 2300
16 to 22 NG2012 12 - 2670

NG2012TAXL 12 7,5 2850
NG2012KA 12 7,0 3000

18 to 26 NG2014 14 - 2670
NG2014TAXL 14 8,75 2850

26 to 32 NG2018 18 - 3320
NG2018TAXL 18 11,5 3500
NG2018KA 18 11,0 3700

*) “crancked arm” type

Stab jacks are
standard, for
safe lifting and
tipping of
containers.

One tipping chain, length 650mm with open
safety hook is mounted on the torsion tube.
A second tipping chain or tipping hooks are
available as an option.

The torsion casing
is set on spreadable
bearings.

Walk on protection
guards, for protection
of the piston rod.

Top swivel brackets,
each suitable for
two chains.

The steel platform is 
provided with two 
wearing strips in 
longitudinal direction.
6 adjustable container 
stops can be located 
through side steaks in 
the platform.

All functions are 
operated from the 
side of the system, 
at the valve block.
In-cab controls are 
available as an 
option.
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Dealer:

PG-E 00000112 / 14 07 09 / RV AF

MOVES
YOUR WORLD

Removable skiploader on tractor

Fixed armKnuckle arm
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